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**COURSE SUPPLIES**
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**Substrates**

- Mixed Media Paper or Watercolour paper (hot pressed or not) - I like Canson Imagine Mixed Media Paper as it has a smooth surface.
- Yellow coloured paper - I like Canson Iris Vivaldi (Buttercup). If you don’t have any you could colour some mixed media paper with acrylic ink or paint.

**Neocolors**

- Neocolor 2 (colours from the tin set of 15)

**Acrylics**

- Acrylic paints
  - Pebeo Ceruleun Blue
  - Pebeo White
○ **Amsterdam Quinacridone Rose** (but any acrylic paint brands will be fine so use what you have, you can also use different colours if you don’t have these)

- Acrylic inks
  - Speed Dry Magic Colour Inks - Process Yellow
  - Speed Dry Magic Colour Inks - Process Cyan
  - If you don’t have acrylic inks, you could water down some acrylic paint.

**Pencils**

- Pencil
- Charcoal or pencil to make a carbon surface to transfer your drawing
- **Stabilo All Black Pencil**

**Mark-Making Tools**

- I used a brayer, kid’s sponge brush, kid’s sponge roller and a palette knife, but you could use bits of card, an old credit card and anything you have that will make marks and texture.
- Anything to make textures - I used leaves, corrugated card, palette knife, kid’s foam brush, bubble wrap

**Other Supplies**

- Pallette - I used a paper one
- Masking tape
- A board to tape your paper to
- Water spray bottle
- Waterproof fineliner pen
- Scrap paper to lean on
- Tissue or rag to absorb excess water and clean pastels
- Two holed pencil sharpener or craft knife to sharpen your pastels
- Sketchbook
- Cocktail sticks/toothpicks or anything you can scratch a mark with
- Brushes suitable for watercolour
- Craft knife, scalpel or scissors
- Cutting mat or old board
● For adding collage - Scraps of yellow and kraft paper, text from an old book, please improvise with what you have.
● Piece of thick card - I used the back of an old sketchbook
● Plastic folder insert sleeve
● Old brush to apply Matt medium or glue

Optional

● Daler Rowney Mixed Media Art Board
● Digital tablet or phone with drawing software to test out ideas
● Pencil holder
● Gesso
● Matte Medium